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Evolving innovation through office knowledge networks: 

Mapping the ephemeral architecture of organizational 

creativity 
 

Stephen Dobson, Dermot Breslin, 

Louise Suckley, Rachel Barton and Liliana Rodriguez 

 

Abstract 

 
This paper explores positive conditions for the evolution of creative innovation through 

informal social networks in the office. By drawing on both Social Network Analysis (SNA) 

and the abstracted evolutionary mechanisms of variation, selection and retention, a multi-

level conceptualization of the evolutionary processes underpinning the emergence and 

development of ideas within an organization is put forward. In this way SNA is used to 

visualize not just the connectivity of individuals within the company who offer 'expert advice' 

and 'new ideas' in the development of these products, but also the role of mediators in this 

process at a digital media company, Dataco.  

 
Keywords: Evolutionary Approach, Innovation, Social Network Analysis 

 

Introduction 
 

Over the past few decades a number of scholars have adopted what might be broadly labelled 

as ‘evolutionary approaches’ in the study of a wide range of fields including linguistics, 

psychology, economics, economic geography, management and culture (Aldrich, 1999; 

Arthur, 2009; Boschma and Frenken, 2011; Boschma and Martin, 2007; Cavalli-Sforza, 

2001; Dawkins, 1983; Dennett, 1995; Durham, 1991; Essletzbichler and Rigby, 2005; Nelson 

and Winter, 1982; Plotkin, 1994; Richerson and Boyd, 2005; Tooby and Cosmides, 1992). A 

number of these researchers have used the abstracted evolutionary mechanisms of variation, 

selection and retention to describe the evolution of key units of analysis over time (see 

Breslin, 2011). In biology the mechanisms can be used to describe the evolution of genotypes 

through the selection of phenotypes, where the genotype represents information inherited by 

an individual from its parents (i.e. genes), and the phenotype is the developmental expression 

of the genotype in a particular environment, as manifest through the physical characteristics 

of the organism. Some evolutionary researchers in the social sciences have also adopted this 

genotype-phenotype distinction when looking at their particular domain of study. In this 

manner they have adopted the abstracted concepts of ‘replicator’ and ‘interactor’, instead of 

the genotype and phenotype (Dawkins, 1976; Hull, 1988), where the replicator is defined as 

anything in the universe of which copies are made such as genes in the biological world. 

Interactors on the other hand, are defined as entities that interact as a cohesive whole with 

their environment in a way that causes differential replication of these elements (Hull, 1988). 

However the use and interpretation of these two concepts has differed widely between 

disciplines and researchers. 

 

In evolutionary studies of innovation different units of analysis have been proposed. Basalla’s 

(1989) account of technological evolution focuses on the changing nature of technological 

artefacts (e.g. tools). Drawing from wider literature on the diffusion of innovation (Rogers, 

1995), others have focused more on the evolution of the knowledge behind the production of 
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these artefacts (Fleck, 2000; Murmann, 2003; Pelikan, 2003; Vanberg, 1992). Jablonka 

(2000) argues that whilst it might be easier to analyze the evolution of the phenotypic 

expression of technologies through artefacts, a true understanding of the detailed mechanisms 

of selection can only be gained through an analysis of the psychological and social context of 

the diffusion of innovations themselves (Fleck, 2000; Jablonka, 2000). In this way Murmann 

(2003) distinguishes between the notion of the replicator as represented by ideas and 

knowledge, and the manifestation of that knowledge in physical artefacts, whilst Mokyr 

(2000) proposes that the technique behind the technology be the interactor as opposed to the 

artefact. In this way the diffusion of innovation has been identified as a core subject for study 

using a Generalized Evolutionary approach, with a focus of analysis on evolving artefacts 

and/or the knowledge behind these technologies (Ziman, 2000). Many of the features 

described in Rogers’ (1995) model of innovation diffusion parallel the evolutionary 

mechanisms of variation, selection and retention as the knowledge behind the new 

technology evolves over time. In this way individuals make choices to select innovations for 

use and following positive feedback new technologies are eventually retained within the 

routines of the organization (Rogers 1995). Socio-political factors strongly influence this 

process, as collective understandings of the technology are developed through dialogue, 

negotiation and compromise, with the innovation being varied in the process to suit the 

specific circumstances of the group and organization (Ansari et al., 2010; Kennedy and Fiss, 

2009; Rogers, 1995; Rice and Rogers, 1980). Acts of negotiation and compromise may be 

explicitly formalised in the processes of product development or, perhaps more frequently, 

are tacitly held through ongoing and informal dialogue and relations. A review of this 

literature shows that past studies of innovation that have used an evolutionary approach have 

tended to focus on the ecology of artefacts, or end products of the innovation process. Few 

have focused on the details of the evolutionary process itself, and how this might lead to an 

evolving ecology of ideas. To address this gap, this exploratory research looks behind the 

evolving ecology of ideas, at the behavioural, cognitive and socio-political forces influencing 

this evolutionary system. 

 

These descriptions of knowledge diffusion share many similarities with evolutionary 

accounts of organizational change, using the mechanisms of variation, selection and retention 

as the starting point, and drawing on related literature from learning and behaviour to develop 

specific theoretical explanations (Aldrich, 1999; Breslin, 2011). In these latter accounts, 

individuals also communicate and negotiate with each other as they make choices and 

reconcile differences in opinion and interpretation in the variation, selection and retention 

mechanisms. Over time, coalitions (Cyert and March, 1963) are formed as a collective 

knowledge becomes established and retained through routines. What differs between these 

various accounts is the notion of replicator and interactor. Evolutionary accounts of 

organizational change (Aldrich, 1999) and learning (Levitt and March, 1988) view 

components of knowledge, as the focus on analysis, as they spread and evolve independently 

of the individuals within whose heads they (sometimes temporarily) reside. Whilst Rogers 

clearly describes the development and diffusion of knowledge, he does not explain the 

relationship between this spread of knowledge and the outward manifestation of that 

knowledge through actions or artefacts. Therein lies an opportunity to develop a 

conceptualization which explicitly focuses on the multi-level processes through which 

knowledge and the manifestation of that knowledge through artefacts. This study seeks to 

address this gap, by drawing on both Social Network Analysis (SNA) and the abstracted 

evolutionary mechanisms of variation, selection and retention, to develop a multi-level 

conceptualization of the evolutionary processes underpinning the emergence and 

development of ideas within an organization. By making explicit the relationship between 
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replicators and interactors, and how these evolve through individuals and groups within the 

organization, the study seeks to make the link between the diffusion of knowledge and the 

resultant emergence of artefacts through innovation. 

 

Specifically this paper is concerned with exploring positive conditions for the evolution of 

creative innovation through informal social networks in the office.  The focus of research is a 

digital media company, who develops web-based products for clients, referred to here as 

Dataco. SNA is applied here to visualize not just the connectivity of individuals within the 

company who offer 'expert advice' and 'new ideas' in the development of these products, but 

also the mediators; i.e. those with high levels of betweenness.  Where new ideas are closely 

related to expert advice we might conclude that innovation derived from this structure is 

driven predominantly by those expert individuals.  However, truly open innovation will 

benefit from a more evolutionary approach; an ecology of influences which includes 

interaction and transformation as well as replication of thought processes.  Here mutation and 

change might be deemed to occur whilst spanning boundaries between groups in the 

organization.  A key component of such an ecology is that a mediator (Latour 2007) - 

someone who translates and contextualizes - essentially changes knowledge through the act 

of passing this on to others. The network is constructed through a web-based questionnaire to 

establish broadly who an individual would go it if they needed expert advice or new ideas to 

solve a problem, as outlined below. 

 

Innovation through a Network of Actors 
 

SNA is a key methodological approach for emphasising the 'global' overview of social 

relations thus illustrating the embedded nature of actors within a wider network of 

interactions (Hanneman, 2001). Organizational research in this area emphasises a 'relational 

perspective' on organizational learning and idea formation.  Rather than focusing upon a 

single relationship or set of relationships SNA is concerned with the generalization of all 

relations. As such it may be used to construct a model of the relational framework, the 

architecture, which is formed from social relations. The structure, or topology, of this 

architecture will differ depending upon the nature of the relationships under scrutiny, such as; 

innovation (Dilk et al., 2008; Dooley and O'Sullivan, 2007; DeBresson and Amesse, 1991), 

social capital (Borgatti and Foster, 2003; also see, Portes, 1998; Lin, 2001; Adler and Kwon, 

2002), or knowledge management (Cross and Borgatti 2004; Agranoff, 1991; Alter and Hage, 

1993; Jennings and Ewalt, 1998; O'Toole, 1997; Provan and Milward, 2001).  As recent 

research illustrates (Smith, 2011), dynamic often tacit boundaries can create and disperse 

over time; thus creating a fluidity of emergent and informal collaborations.  Smith illustrates 

how coalitions formed through collective knowledge, for example, form boundaries based 

upon ‘like-mindedness’. Breslin (2012) underlines how this might be reinforced through the 

performance of routines. Innovation networks are identified by DeBresson and Amesse 

(1991) as being particularly characterised by their loose, informal, and often implicit nature. 

These are cultural boundaries and are reinforced through stereotyping and a degree of 

prejudice about individuals or groups perhaps in other teams or organizations. In essence 

such boundary formations, which may be multi-layered and span organizations, create 

‘natural’ social boundaries formed out of interaction and therefore can be self-reinforcing 

(Cross and Borgatti 2004).  Mapping the ephemeral pathways for communication and social 

relations within and between boundaries is the subject of this study. Where idea forming is 

predominantly produced ‘within boundary’ we might consider that retention may be more 

likely than variation. 
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Opportunities for variation often occur externally, through customer feedback or perhaps 

periodic external assessment. However, where idea formation involves the spanning of 

boundaries between groups those points of contact will also be sources of variation; where 

actors transform knowledge and ideas in an attempt to communicate them to people outside 

of the collectively held beliefs and systems/routines within their coalition. The fluid and 

emergent nature of social networks, within and between organizations, thus form boundaries 

characterized by Nonaka (1994) as “communities of interaction”, “communities of practice” 

(Brown and Duguid, 1991).  These inter- and/or intra-organizational coalitions of interactions 

may be grouped around projects, common interests or other areas of shared objectives. The 

structures of these are rarely explicitly defined by the organizations; especially as such 

definitions would be at risk of quickly becoming as redundant as the organizational chart: 

 

"Put an organizational chart in front of most any employee and they will tell you 

all the boxes and lines only partially reflect the way work gets done in their 

organization." (Cross et al., 2002, p. 26). 

 

In an innovation network, knowledge is then not just transferred it may also be transformed 

and so we might consider that knowledge is invariably subject to both replication and 

variation through the act of communication.  In an organizational setting, ideas and responses 

to problems rarely, if ever, wholly embody the thoughts of just one individual; without 

influence of the ideas of others.  The co-constructed nature of such knowledge means that it 

is unlikely to be conceived without having been subject to multiple iterations and influences 

on multiple levels. These ideas and responses therefore are independent of each individual 

since they represent co-creation. Within an organizational setting this may be reflected at the 

relatively transient and micro social interaction level of two colleagues chatting over coffee to 

the longer term, macro level interactions of many people and groups over a more substantial 

period of time. SNA is a valuable means for the researcher to visualize and map these 

informal and formal social relations and so the aims of such studies are generally; “to 

describe patterns of relationships among actors, to analyze the structure of these patterns and 

discover what their effects are on people and organizations” (Martinez et al 2003).  Keast and 

Brown (2005) suggest that "the virtue of network analysis is that unlike conventional 

analytical approaches it does not focus on the attributes or characteristics of particular 

individuals or cases, but on the relationships between entities" (2005); i.e. “the quality of 

relationships binding a network together” (Cross and Borgatti, 2004, p.137; see also Monge 

and Contractor, 2000; Adler and Kwon, 2002). 

 

Adopting an evolutionary approach, the abstracted mechanisms of variation, selection and 

retention can be used as a starting point for developing theory to explain the process of 

innovation. Auxiliary theories can be used in this development of theory specific to the 

domain of study, (Stoelhorst, 2008), and in this way SNA can provide a means to model the 

ecology of social relations which emerge as ideas shift and transform between actors. Whilst 

Davies states that “the starting points within network analyses are populations of actors who 

connect to and interact with each other” (Davies, 2005, p.145) we might consider these as 

sampling points rather than the subject of study per se; each pair of actors defining two sides 

of a communication relationship from which co-constructed cultural artefacts are formed.  

Through the lens of Actor Network Theory (ANT) Latour (2007) illustrates this as a form of 

‘social inertia’. The example is used of a team of builders making a wall.  The team part 

company “only after the wall is completed.  But while the wall is being built, there is no 

doubt that they are connected” (2007, p.75). These non-human, but evidently social, artefacts 

are considered from an ANT perspective as equally important actors within the network 
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assemblage.  ANT studies are therefore not solely confined to considering human actors but 

essentially consider any entity with the power to influence the social realm as an active actor 

(actant). Latour describes actants as displaying the characteristics of either an intermediary or 

mediator; an intermediary being an entity which transparently passes on information, whereas 

a mediator will steer the application of knowledge into a new area; a mediator might 

translate, contextualize, and transform knowledge.  Within an organization we might consider 

that knowledge communicated within a social boundary of like-minded colleagues (i.e. 

coalitions formed through routines) is more likely to be passed unmediated for it requires 

little translation; however as boundaries are spanned between alternative groups, information 

and knowledge has a greater likelihood of requiring translation, mediation, the reconciliation 

of differences and therefore ultimately - transformation.  This leads to a significant source of 

variation and therefore the conditions for the evolution processes of creativity and innovation. 

 

In summary, most evolutionary studies of innovation, and more generally organization studies 

and economics, tend to focus on the population as a level of analysis. In so doing studies can 

overlook the multi-level processes driving these macro-level changes. Drawing on SNA, this 

exploratory study seeks to put forward a conceptualization which captures the multi-level 

complexity of the innovation process. This approach has implications not only for the study 

of innovation, but wider aspects of organisational and socio-cultural change. In order to 

develop a conceptualisation of the evolution of ideas using an evolutionary approach, the 

replicator and interactor need to be defined. As noted above, some evolutionary studies have 

identified the innovative product as the focus of attention, while others have focused more on 

the evolution of the knowledge or ideas behind the production of these artefacts (Fleck, 2000; 

Murmann, 2003; Pelikan, 2003; Vanberg, 1992). Hull (1988) defined the interactor as an 

entity that interacts as a cohesive whole with their environment in a way that causes 

differential replication of these elements. However it can be argued that ideas (as replicators) 

interact with the external world through their expression in words and actions. In other words 

the interactor is the expression of these ideas as individuals interact and communicate.  This 

conceptualization of a collection of ideas interacting with the external world through their 

expression in words and actions requires a disconnection with biological analogies, and a 

further level of abstraction in the use of an evolutionary approach (Breslin, 2011). Therefore 

in this study the replicators might be defined as ideas which are expressed through 

communication, discussion and actions of individuals. The emergence, development and 

dissemination of these ideas occurs at multiple levels through the mechanisms of variation, 

selection and retention, as noted above. 

 

Research Method 
 

The construction and analysis of SNA sociograms are well documented (Cross and Borgatti, 

2004; Cross et al., 2002; Scott, 2000; see also Rogers, 1995; Granovetter, 1973), but briefly, 

the process involves establishing through questionnaire analysis who is connected in some 

way to whom and representing these connections in lattice form.  A simple check box web 

interface was used in this study to enable the staff members of Dataco identify their most 

significant connections in the workplace for a number of scenarios.  They were asked to 

identify which of their colleagues they would be most likely to go to in relation to the 

following: 

1. completing everyday work processes 

2. developing new ideas 

3. discussing social topics 
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4. discussing everyday working practices 

5. seeking expert advice 

6. making decisions 

 

For the purpose of this study, 'seeking expert advice' and 'developing new ideas' are focused 

upon as key for innovation and creativity.  The results were compiled as a case by case 

adjacency matrix (see Scott, 2000) and processed through the SNA software package yEd 

(yWorks
1
).  SNA data relations may be classified as either Symmetrical (non-directional) or 

Asymmetrical (directional) (Scott, 2000).  For example, if actors A and B share an affiliation 

such as working together or are friends we might consider this an equal relationship, shared 

by both, and so symmetrical.  Asymmetrical relations however are directional and so are 

perhaps more indicative of power or advice structures e.g. actor A may line manage actor B 

however actor B does not line manage actor A; or, actor B may help/mentor/gives advice to 

actor C whilst this may not be reciprocal.  The data processed in this study was asymmetrical 

since one actor may seek new ideas, for example, from another actor but the opposite may not 

necessarily be the case.  The connection modelled in this network thus represented a group 

perspective on the flow of new ideas and expert advice within the company which might lead 

to innovation and product development. 

 

Referring to Granovetter (1973), Cross and Borgatti (2004) argue that new or innovative 

information is more likely to be gained through brief contact with more disparate parts of the 

network ('distance' between one actor and another) - ie the weaker ties.  Stronger and closer 

connections, on the other hand, are suggested to favour extensive support or the transference 

of complex knowledge (Hansen, 1999) or the sharing and reinforcement of commonly-held 

beliefs.   For these reasons, analysis focused upon both the connectivity and also the 

betweenness of actors in the network as potential opportunities for selection and variation.  

Connectivity is a measure of how many times an individual is referred to as a key source in 

any of the given scenarios.  A high level of connectivity in relation to 'expert advice', for 

example, would indicate that this person provides such advice to a large number of people 

within the workplace.  Betweenness is a measure of the mediating, connecting role that an 

individual may have between individuals or teams/groups.  Someone with a high level of 

'expert advice' betweenness may be someone who contextualises the information, translating 

it into a more understandable or locally relevant form for another group or team.  These 

individuals are the brokers or mediators in a network and therefore are key components in the 

transformation and variation of information. 

  

Finally, the staff were asked to indicate how frequently on a one to five scale (daily to never) 

they had face-to-face and virtual (e.g. telephone, email) interactions with each of their 

colleagues.  The results of this part of the survey (appendices 1 and 2) helped to indicate the 

nature and quality of social relations based on frequency and the predominant means by 

which communication tended to be carried out by the individual.  Frequent communication 

(i.e. daily) for example is regularly carried out via virtual means by many of the participants 

(e.g. actor 'E' physically carried out daily communication with 27.3% of their colleagues but 

communicated through virtual means, at this frequency, with 72.7%).  This information was 

gathered to help frame recommendations to the managers about how to maximise 

communication channels in relation to spatial layout.  

 

 

                                                 
1
 http://www.yworks.com/en/products_yed_about.html 
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Findings 
 

Dataco are a small UK based company, comprising of 12 staff, which design and build 

consumer websites with an online portfolio covering motoring, finance, insurance, 

competitions and lifestyle; they deliver email marketing on behalf of clients or sell data to 

clients for their own use.  There are two company directors who also act as team leaders 

covering both the general administration and marketing for the company (Actor M) and also 

the technical development (Actor D) which is a strong component of the products they 

produce. 

 

Relationship category: Expert Advice 

Within the organization, colleagues will seek advice from each other in order to solve 

problems or to progress the development of a product.  Mapping the most likely flows of 

these relations helps us build a conceptual model of the ephemeral architecture relating to 

expert advice. Actors M and D are the directors of Dataco with D heading up the technical 

team (A, B, C, D, I, J).  Most expert advice is formed around these two actors although we 

can see (Fig 1) that a number of the technical team provide advice as these display high 

connectivity; this is displayed by darker, larger boxes.  Actors H, K and E are administrative 

and support staff and are not considered significant sources of expert advice; M being the key 

source of expert advice over non-technical company matters.   

 
 

Figure 1: 'Expert Advice' – Connectivity 
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Considering the general directional flow of expert advice amongst the key actors and their 

nearest neighbours, as head of the technical team and a co-director for the company, D 

emerges as an obvious source. D does not define any actor as being someone to whom they 

seek expert advice from but is defined as a source by others (Fig 2). 

 

J is the most significant recipient of expert advice from D in terms of their high level of 

connectivity indicating that they in turn are also someone to whom colleagues refer to on 

these matters.  The nearest neighbours to J (Fig 2) indicate that M, D and also I are key 

sources of expert advice. J in turn disperses advice to L, H, F, and C however we see that 

there is a two way relationship with F who is involved with the marketing and client side of 

product development and indicates a key point for iterative variation and external interaction 

through customer feedback.  J is a new member of the technical team and their position 

between receiving expert advice from technical and managerial staff and dispersing this to 

non-technical staff indicates that they display high connectivity, but also betweenness (Fig 3), 

thus mediating information between the technical and non-technical staff.  This is potentially 

a source of variation as the information/product being developed may need transformation 

through compromise to match the needs of both groups.  Through post-survey discussion 

with the company directors, J was identified as having made a key breakthrough in solving a 

technical problem which the rest of the technical team had been unable to resolve.  In this 

case, J had continued to listen to the feedback outside of the technical team to persevere with 

the issue.  As a new member of staff they also had not yet fully adopted the routines and 

commonly held beliefs of the others in their team.  Maintaining such opportunities for 

interaction and influence on idea development, both internally (illustrated through 

betweenness) and externally (via newly held perspectives), is therefore an important 

characteristic of variation. 

 

C has the lowest level of expert advice connectivity in the team (0.40) and also does not 

display the highest level of betweenness (0.19).  However, by examining their neighbourhood 

(Fig 2) their strategic relevance becomes more evident since they are cited by the other 

company director M as a key source of advice. Actor M's immediate neighbourhood also 

reinforces the significant position C plays in the provision of expert advice.  Whilst C is only 

cited by two actors as a source of expert advice, the seniority of M suggests that C does 

indeed present an important source of idea variation.  However, since the accuracy of their 

advice is not necessarily tested by a wider group we might conclude that copying errors from 

J, D and I through C to L and M may exist without being easily or immediately identified. 

 

The immediate neighbourhood for Actor I indicates that whilst they are seated closely to both 

D and B in the office space layout, neither of these actors feature as either sources or 

recipients of expert advice for I.  This may be through lack of communication or, perhaps 

more likely, a high level of shared knowledge and expertise i.e. a coalition of similarity.  
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Actor D neighbourhood Actor J neighbourhood 

Actor C neighbourhood Actor I neighbourhood 

 

Actor M neighbourhood  

 

Figure 2: 'Expert Advice' Connectivity Sub-diagrams 
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Considering betweenness (Fig 3) we see that there are three actors who appear to adopt a key 

mediating/brokering role for expert advice, these are M, B, and J.  Whilst M connects with all 

groups (rooms) we see that, of the technical team, B and J are the predominant mediators and 

communicators of technical issues.   In post-analysis discussions with the company directors 

it was confirmed that J was indeed considered the most approachable and able to 

contextualize the technical nature of the team's work.  This act of communication to other 

groups was also the main stage at which technical development might interact with non-

technical considerations; where technical development might influence the work and 

understanding of others and, in turn, where these might influence new technical challenges.   

 

 
Figure 3: 'Expert Advice' - Betweenness 

 

Relationship category: New Ideas 

 

Whilst many of the key actors for expert advice are the same as those identified as sources of 

new ideas H emerges as displaying greater level of significance in this category (Fig 4).  

Whilst H may not be considered ‘expert’ they are obviously still acknowledged as influential 

to idea building. Figure 6 also indicates the relatively high level of betweenness (0.48) 

displayed by H.  By examining H's neighbourhood, we see that H considers C, J, and I as key 

sources of new ideas.  It is interesting to note that H has a two-way relationship in this 

category with all three of their recipients of new ideas; significantly co-director M is one of 

these. 
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Figure 4: 'New ideas' - Connectivity 

 

Examining the neighbourhood for M in relation to new ideas (Fig 5) demonstrates the 

strategic importance of H in this process.  Actor M emerges as a key source of new ideas, 

especially reinforced through their position of power in the company, illustrating the 

influential nature of any idea development with Actor H on trajectories of innovation and 

creativity. If we compare this with the neighbourhood of D (the other company director) it is 

evident that D does not consider any other member of staff to be a significant source to them 

for new ideas (Fig 5).  This may indicate that D's focus may be purely on quite specific and 

highly technical challenges.  With the exception of L, the recipient's of D's new ideas are 

completely within the technical team which again supports the assumption that D may be 

focussed on creative challenges of a highly technical nature.     
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Actor H neighbourhood Actor M neighbourhood 

Actor D neighbourhood Actor I neighbourhood 

 

Figure 5: 'New Ideas' Connectivity 

 

 

Each of the key groups has a person who appears to act as a broker or mediator, connecting 

the teams; these are M, F and I.  It is particularly interesting to note that within the technical 

team, J was considered highly connected and also a commonly used source of 'expert advice' 

(Fig 1), however it is Actor I who is considered by most as a significant source of 'new ideas' 

between groups with high levels of connectivity (Fig 4) and betweenness (Fig 6).  Figure 5 

illustrates that Actor D is a highly influential source of ideas for I.  The level of dispersal of 

these to others demonstrates the importance of Actor I as a communicator and mediator. 
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Figure 6: 'New ideas' - Betweenness 

 

The sociograms and neighbourhoods illustrated here obviously do not aim to represent 

specific events or scenarios but instead are models indicating the group's perception of 

tendency.  Any single act of conceptual or product development may deviate from the routes 

and flows constructed here but, over time, we might consider that such routes represent 

commonly trod pathways through which ideas are replicated or transformed.  This model of 

creative exchange therefore does not represent a single act – but the culmination of many 

such acts in daily working practice and which culminate to form the ephemeral architecture 

of organizational innovation.  This may resemble, but can never be completely defined by, the 

social networks presented here. 

 

Discussion 
 

These findings reveal a rich pattern of connectivity and betweenness within the group of 

individuals at Dataco. As noted above an evolutionary approach might be taken to interpret 

these findings with a view towards shedding light on the process through which they emerge 

over time. In this manner, the evolution of ideas between individuals within the organization 

might be conceptualized using the mechanisms of variation, selection and retention as 

follows (shown in figure 7): 

 



- Variation: Individual M 

M is considered to be a key source and generator of new ideas, as shown in figure 4. 

Likewise most ideas within the group occur through indiv

figure 4). The importance of these individuals as a source of variation is shown by the 

bold variation arrow in figure 

- Selection: Individual M ‘selects’ this idea as 

representation of the

individual holds (or alternatively receives principally from Actor C)

this mental model is ‘accurate’. Individual M, then expresses this idea to others within 

the group through word

individual I, will also use interpretive frameworks to assess the 

idea. However this interpretation is influenced by the strength of the signal conveying 

the message. This signal (or interactor) is clearly influenced by the power of sender 

(including expert and role power);

convincing and the compatibility of this idea with previous understandings of 

individual I. In this manner individual I

individual M if they ‘fit

(i.e. someone with high expert power) as 

strength of the expert advice of the various actors is shown above in figure 1.

- Retention: Having selected

individual I. It is important to note that this interpretation may differ from

intended by Actor M; 2)

made by C of advice given to them from J, D and I

variation of the idea or advice 

Individual I is an individual w

(see figure 6), so any variation introduced 

subsequent spread of M’s idea to say individual F. 

 

 

Figure 7: Interaction between individuals and the 

 

This process continues for each new idea or variation on the idea. As ideas are passed 

between individuals ‘copying errors’ occur as they are deliberately or accidentally ma

with the interpretations and understandings of the 

replicators are the ideas, or mental representations of the products/services. The interactors 

are the manifestation/representation of those ideas to the outside world, through 
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noted above, individuals receiving these ideas are more likely to select them, if the sender has 

high expert power (namely, individual M, I, D, and J) or, importantly; if the ideas are 

transformable so as to achieve compromise. Of this group of ideas generators, this meant that 

only individual F lacked the expert power (relative to the M, I, D and J) to influence selection 

of his/her ideas within the group. The spread of ideas occurred mainly through the key sub-

group mediators individuals, F, I and M. In a sense these individuals facilitated the selection 

mechanisms outlined above by improving the expression of the idea, and the 

interaction/spread of the ideas among the group and beyond. As a result these individuals 

could vary ideas (as noted above), to fit with their interpretative system. Both individuals M 

and I were generators of ideas, and exhibited high expert power, and as such we might expect 

that ideas would vary little as they were diffused through these agents. However individual F 

was seen to have relatively weak expert power (0.6, see figure 1), and so we might expect 

higher variation as ideas were diffused. Indeed as noted above individual F was the key 

customer contact, and as a result might have a closely, “more accurate” understanding of 

customer needs. Finally all individuals within the organisation were involved in the retention 

of ideas, once selected as noted above. 

 

Co-Evolutionary Systems 

 

Analysing the findings through an evolutionary lens, might have some interesting 

implications for the management of the innovation process within the organisation. One 

might ask whether the design of the physical spaces within the organisation facilitated or 

constrained the evolutionary process of variation, selection and retention? The generation of 

new ideas will be encouraged by critical discussion and differences between individuals 

within the business. The more these individuals work closely together, the more they tend to 

develop collective mental models, and the less they will question the ideas put forward by 

colleagues. In this regard the physical separation of the generators of ideas is important, 

providing that they meet/communicate regularly to discuss ideas (which appears to be the 

case looking at Appendices 1 and 2). While M is located at a distance from I, J and D, the 

latter three are not (see figure 4). It might be interesting to see, whether the mechanism of 

variation would therefore increase, if I, J and D were also physically separated into different 

rooms. 

 

The selection and dissemination of ideas is facilitated by individuals M, F and I, who in a 

sense facilitated the creation of interactors which might gain better acceptance, and so 

selection, by others. Clearly the mediator needs to ‘speak the language’ of both the sender and 

eventual recipients, and in this regard, it would appear to make sense that they would be 

located close to each generator or ideas and also eventual recipients. This appears to be the 

case as shown in figure 6. However, what would be interesting to investigate further is the 

extent to which an individual acts as both the sender and mediator of ideas, and whether this 

results in more or less variation over time. For example, it is seen above, that both individuals 

M and I (and Actor D to a lesser degree) are core generators and mediators of ideas. While a 

key role of the mediator is to ‘spread’ the idea, by facilitating the expression of replicators 

through interactors. The interpretation of the latter by others can be a source of further 

variation and refinement of the idea. If the mediator is also the generator or ideas, 

opportunities for differences in interpretation might be lost. If the company is driven to be 

creative, perhaps the roles of mediator and generator of ideas should be separated 

behaviourally (if not physically). 
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These findings lead onto other interesting areas for further investigation and research. For 

example, does a high level of cognitive betweenness result in more or less variation? How 

does this influence selection and retention? Individuals working closely together might 

develop a shared cognitive interpretation of ‘what might work’. This might result in higher 

levels of acceptance/selection of ideas, and subsequent ‘accurate/faithful’ retention (and as a 

result lower levels of variation). Individuals with very different interpretative systems, might 

generate more variation, as they challenge each other’s viewpoint, and in the process generate 

more ideas. So a closer match between individuals might result in higher selection/retention, 

but lower variation. Whereas lower shared interpretations might reduce selection/retention 

but increase variation. In parallel with this ‘cognitive betweenness and difference’, the 

physical proximity of individuals might also be studied. Does a closeness of cognitive 

processes develop with close proximity of co-workers? If so, could the location of individuals 

be altered to suit the creative needs of the business (i.e. move individuals around to increase 

variation. Keep them together to increase selection/retention). What about experts? If their 

ideas prove successful it might pay to reduce levels of variation. Or, would the threat of 

challenge from others improve the evolutionary process? Therefore future research should be 

directed at exploring the relationship between the connectivity and betweenness of 

individuals with the group, and the resultant evolutionary process. This might be pursued 

through further in-depth longitudinal studies of innovation processes within organisations. In 

parallel with these studies, agent-based models based on the conceptualisations given above 

might be used to simulate the co-evolutionary process. 

 

Conclusions 
 

As noted above, many evolutionary studies on innovation focus on evolving ecologies of 

artefacts within organizations or industries. At such a macro-level the innovation process 

might even be viewed as a population of competing ideas. However a macro perspective can 

miss the multi-level, non-linear complexity of macro-level interactions underlying this 

process. In this sense macro-level studies might view innovation in terms of competing acts 

of creative expression which accumulate as unbounded and indistinct ‘clouds’; passively 

drifting through organizational time. Viewed at a distance these impressions fail to convey 

the turbulent and non-linear complexity of interacting particles ‘inside’ the cloud. Perhaps the 

boundaries of these expressions however become even more difficult to capture as one moves 

closer to the field of study. 

 

“The sky has no surface and is intangible; the sky cannot be turned into a thing 

or given quantity.  And landscape painting begins with the problem of painting 

sky and distance.” (Berger, 1972, p.105) 

 

What we are presenting here is a means to attempt to map these social network structures, the 

ephemeral architecture of innovation and creativity. Doing so helps to highlight where 

opportunities might exist for variation and retention ensuring that the office environment 

contains a balance of both. Price (2012) refers to organizations as ecologies containing 

populations of individuals who carry particular 'modes of thought'. This is a perspective 

acknowledged in evolutionary approaches as focusing upon the cultural entity as the object of 

sociological study rather than the people themselves. Breslin (2011) highlights the 

disagreement of the unit of analysis – evolution of knowledge behind the artefact, or the 

artefact itself.  The latter being a focus on 'materialized' culture such as that referred to by 

Basalla (1989). An evolutionary approach considers that simply passing information from one 

person to the next will not provide the conditions for evolution; this also requires interaction 
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through boundary spanning where information must be able to pass between different types 

of individuals or groups. In summary this study has aimed to make more tangible the implicit 

network architecture which supports the conditions of variation, selection and retention 

required for the evolution of innovation and creativity.  This is likely to be of most value to 

managers looking for strategic tools to help shape and influence the relational interaction in 

the workplace to maximize these conditions. 
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Appendices 

 
Appendix 1: Communication frequency - physical 

 

Please indicate how frequently you meet with each person. This includes both pre-arranged 

meetings and impromptu meetings such as visits to peoples' desks. Please select an answer for 

each of your colleagues. 

  answered question 11 

  skipped question 0 

  Daily 
Couple of 

times a week 
Weekly Monthly Not at all 

Response 

Count 

Actor M 60.00% 30.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.0% (0) 10 

Actor E 27.30% 18.20% 36.40% 0.00% 18.2% (2) 11 

Actor H 40.00% 40.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.0% (0) 10 

Actor G 20.00% 50.00% 20.00% 0.00% 10.0% (1) 10 

Actor F 30.00% 50.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.0% (0) 10 

Actor L 36.40% 27.30% 18.20% 9.10% 9.1% (1) 11 

Actor A 45.50% 9.10% 54.50% 0.00% 0.0% (0) 11 

Actor B 20.00% 30.00% 40.00% 0.00% 10.0% (1) 10 

Actor I 40.00% 30.00% 20.00% 10.00% 0.0% (0) 10 

Actor J 54.50% 18.20% 18.20% 9.10% 0.0% (0) 11 

Actor C 50.00% 0.00% 40.00% 10.00% 0.0% (0) 10 

Actor D 40.00% 40.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.0% (0) 10 

Actor K 36.40% 27.30% 27.30% 0.00% 9.1% (1) 11 
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Appendix 2: Communication frequency - virtual 

 

Please indicate how frequently you communicate with each person virtually, i.e. via telephone, 

email, skype etc. Please select an answer for each of your colleagues. 

  answered question 11 

  skipped question 0 

  Daily 
Couple of 

times a week 
Weekly Monthly Not at all 

Response 

Count 

Actor M 70.0% (7) 20.0% (2) 0.0% (0) 10.0% (1) 0.0% (0) 10 

Actor E 72.7% (8) 27.3% (3) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 11 

Actor H 36.4% (4) 9.1% (1) 18.2% (2) 0.0% (0) 36.4% (4) 11 

Actor G 50.0% (5) 40.0% (4) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 10.0% (1) 10 

Actor F 40.0% (4) 60.0% (6) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 10 

Actor L 27.3% (3) 36.4% (4) 0.0% (0) 9.1% (1) 27.3% (3) 11 

Actor A 36.4% (4) 27.3% (3) 9.1% (1) 9.1% (1) 18.2% (2) 11 

Actor B 30.0% (3) 40.0% (4) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 30.0% (3) 10 

Actor I 60.0% (6) 20.0% (2) 20.0% (2) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 10 

Actor J 60.0% (6) 30.0% (3) 10.0% (1) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 10 

Actor C 40.0% (4) 40.0% (4) 20.0% (2) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 10 

Actor D 50.0% (5) 40.0% (4) 10.0% (1) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 10 

Actor K 45.5% (5) 27.3% (3) 9.1% (1) 9.1% (1) 9.1% (1) 11 

 

 


